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Figure 8. Abundance patterns for the aligned case, as obtained through
post-processing the tracer particles. The various curves correspond to the
different values used for the neutrino luminosities.

four simulations. This allows for a direct comparison to determine
the effect of misalignment on r-process nucleosynthesis yields. Both
the second and third r-process peaks are quite insensitive to misalignments of 15° or 30° between the magnetic and rotation axes,
but show decreases in abundances for the case of 45° misalignment.

Radice et al (2019); see also
Perego et al (2019)

Figure 9. Abundances for the four different models, all obtained using the
neutrino luminosities extracted from the simulations. It is clear that the 45°
misalignment model differs significantly from the other three, particularly
in its ability to produce heavy r-process elements.

ing given these differences in the dynamics. The distance from the
PNS reached by ejected material at a given time after core bounce
varies approximately linearly with the misalignment angle.

Miller et al (2019)

FRIB reach in key regions impacting the evolution of r-process abundances
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Connecting nuclear physics, lanthanide
production, and r-process conditions

Uncertainties in GW170817 lanthanide
production from nuclear physics
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Mumpower, Lippuner, Sprouse, Surman and
Wollaeger (ApJ 855, 2, 2018)

nuclear physics uncertainties
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(e.g. in the case that no feature is found in nuclear structure) and in understandi
late-time r-process No
conditions.
kink In either case, the properties of the involved nucl
an important role for
understanding the r-process.
encountered
During extremely neutron-rich conditions, rare-earth nuclei with Sn ⇠ 2 3
P. Möller et al. / Atomic Data and Nuclear Data Tables 109–110 (2016) 1–204
21
will set the r-process path. In this phase, the nuclear properties shape the peak
troughs in the abundance pattern [329]. During freeze-out, the radioactive prog
nuclei will decay toIntroduce
stability andkink
form the final r-process abundance distribution.
decay drives the abundances towards less neutron-rich nuclei, the shapes of the re
nuclei may change. This induces changes in trends for nuclear masses and n
capture rates that a↵ect the final abundances. However, the location of these
transitions on the chart of nuclides are predicted di↵erently by various theo
models.
Surman et al (1997)
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MCMC procedure
§ Monte Carlo mass corrections
§ Check:
§ Check:
§ Update nuclear quantities and rates
§ Perform nucleosynthesis calculation
§ Calculate
§ Update parameters OR revert to last success

Black – solar abundance data
Grey – AME 2012 data
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Red – values at current step
Blue – best step of entire run

Results
§ Astrophysical trajectory:
hot, low entropy outflow
(as can be found in an NSM
accretion disk)
(s/k=30, t=70 ms, Ye=0.2)
§ 50 parallel, independent MCMC
runs; Average run c2~23

Orford, Vassh, et al
(Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 262702, 2018));
Vassh et al (in prep., 2020)
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Peak formation in winds with similar astrophysical conditions
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(Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 262702, 2018))

Peak formation example: hot dynamics
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Peak formation in outflows with distinct astrophysical conditions
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Comparing to the most neutron-rich measurements: Samarium
Sm (Z=62)

Vassh et al (in prep., 2020)

What are the heaviest nuclei reached in an
astrophysical scenario?
Possible signatures of actinide production
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Zhu, Wollaeger, Vassh, Surman, Sprouse, Mumpower, Möller, McLaughlin, Korobkin,
Kawano, Jaffke, Holmbeck, Fryer, Even, Couture, Barnes (ApJL 863, L23, 2018)

*July 8 JINA online event:
“A Celebration of Margaret Burbidge”
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The spontaneous fission of 254Cf can be a primary contributor to
the nuclear heating affecting NSM light curves at late epochs

This species could make the difference between detection and
no detection of NSMs for the James Webb Space Telescope
Zhu, Wollaeger, Vassh, Surman, Sprouse, Mumpower, Möller, McLaughlin, Korobkin,
Kawano, Jaffke, Holmbeck, Fryer, Even, Couture, Barnes (ApJL 863, L23, 2018)

When is 254Cf strongly populated?
Heavy element fission barriers in the r process

Andreyev, Nishio,
and Schmidt (2018)

Vassh et al (J. Phys. G, 46, 065202,
2019, arXiv:1810.08133)
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Will future rare-isotope beams reach key fissioning r-process nuclei?
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Excitation energy dependence:
distinct fission yields for b-delayed, neutron-induced and spontaneous fission
Ei

(n,f) yield dependent on Ei but temperature
range of r-process sees yields at 0.1 MeV
(~1 GK) sufficient

(n,f) yields with excitation energy Ei + Sn differ from sf yields which have
zero excitation energy (above from GEF 2016)

Vassh et al (J. Phys. G, 2019)

Dependence of lanthanide abundances on fission yields

Vassh et al (J. Phys. G, 2019)

Eichler et al (2015)

Macroscopic-microscopic
fission yields for neutron-rich
nuclei in the r-process
FRLDM Yields from Mumpower et al (arXiv:1911.06344, 2019)

Vassh et al (accepted ApJ 2020, arXiv:1911.07766)

Fission deposition to explain robustness of observed
elemental abundances?
10 r-process rich halo stars
compared to Solar

1.2-1.4 M☉ NSM dynamical ejecta using Rosswog et al 2013 simulation conditions
(very neutron-rich with robust fission)

Vassh et al (accepted ApJ 2020, arXiv:1911.07766)

Cowan, Roederer, Sneden
and Lawler (2011)

Fission deposition to explain robustness of observed
elemental abundances?
Pd, Ag

La, Eu

1.2-1.4 M☉ NSM dynamical ejecta using simulation
of Radice et al 2018 with M0 neutrino transport
(broad range of conditions)

Vassh et al (accepted ApJ 2020, arXiv:1911.07766)

Nuclear physics uncertainties impact important open
questions in r-process heavy element production
o
o
o
o

Can mergers account for all the r-process material observed in the galaxy?
Do mergers produce precious metals such as gold in sufficient amounts? Are actinides produced?
At what site(s) and under what conditions does heavy element nucleosynthesis occur?
What determines the relative ratios of lanthanides such as the rare-earth elements?
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